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Looking back, taking stock, and moving forward
The Rhode Island Foundation’s last strategic plan was approved by our board of directors in 2009. The
strategy articulated in that plan was:
Building on and leveraging our historic legacy of public trust, The Rhode Island Foundation will
change from a predominantly reactive philanthropic model to a more proactive philanthropic
and community leadership model. The Foundation is committed to becoming an inspirational,
transformative, knowledgeable, high impact change agent to meet the needs of Rhode Island.
Implementation began in January 2010. In the past three plus action-packed years, there has been a
great deal of change and growth in and around the Foundation and our community. We have been
transformed – by intention and in ways that we did not anticipate.
Overall, our current strategy was successful in many important ways. We have made a difference in key
issue areas, helped change the tone of public conversations, been presented with exciting new
opportunities, confronted new and unanticipated challenges, and learned a tremendous amount.
Performance indicators are showing largely positive trends. Contributions to the Foundation in 2011 and
2012 ranked first and third highest in our history, due in large part to more proactive fundraising
strategies, and the Foundation made a record amount of grants in 2012. We weathered the recent
economic recession well. This is due largely to the generosity of our donors, the stability of the
endowment model, strong investment performance, and the prudent management of operating
budgets. We also made important changes to our grantmaking program, streamlining application and
review processes and focusing our investments within our major discretionary sectors.
The past three years have proven the model behind the 2010 strategy; focused and impactful
grantmaking, leadership, and proactive fundraising provide momentum for a continuous cycle that
produces results.
The priorities of the 2010 plan remain relevant today. That plan raised up the issues of education and
health, choices that have only been since reinforced at the state and national levels. Our previous
strategy set out ambitious and long-term goals for our education and health initiatives, and we quickly
learned that progress will require patience, sustained investment, additional resources, and greater
influence with partners. Threads have emerged between different areas of our work: new stakeholders,
innovation, public sector opportunities, scale, and leverage of funds and relationships.
Not surprisingly, there are some elements of the plan that we did not get to, as well as some that did
not work as anticipated. In particular, the priority of evaluating impact was a significant challenge. We
did not make the progress that we had hoped for in setting up a comprehensive evaluation system, but
we now know that no other foundation has mastered this, and we need to develop a plan that works for
us.
This plan provided direction for staff and increased transparency with external audiences. In 2012, we
developed a new brand identity that reflects the organization we have become and the organization we
aspire to be. Our efforts have been validated by external feedback (CEP grantee and donor surveys),
much higher levels of visibility in traditional media and social media, and increased new donor
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engagement. We have also improved our ability to be nimble outside the plan in response to the
community and our stakeholders. We had unexpected opportunities like the Rhode Island Innovation
Fellowship, a program created by donors Letitia and John Carter that raised our profile in the innovation
sphere, and Make It Happen RI, which arguably brought economic development to the level of a third
signature initiative.
As we become more visible and accomplish more, we’re asked to do more. We’ve added a lot without
taking things away. As a result, there are many opportunities to better connect programmatic goals with
operational practices. To be frank, our business model and staff capacity are strained. We
underestimated the needs for accelerated cultural change within the organization, for different skill
levels, and to adapt to a much faster pace of change internally and externally.
And, of course, our environment has continued to shift and evolve. Rhode Island is experiencing
dramatic population changes. Organizations that do not reflect the changing demographics risk
becoming irrelevant. Our current and projected economic profile signals a number of significant
challenges: significant disparities across racial and ethnic groups, comparatively high unemployment,
sluggish job growth, growing income inequality, and increasing poverty and working poverty. The
nonprofit sector in Rhode Island has grown exponentially. In contrast, the state’s comparatively low
performance in philanthropic giving comes at a time when philanthropy is called upon more than ever to
support critical services. As a result, many traditional models are in a state of flux. The cycle that more
dollars are constantly required to provide critical safety net supports is a sign of society’s failure to
address the underlying challenges.
Due to these results and changes, our board of directors decided in the spring of 2013 to revisit the
Foundation’s strategic plan. The strategic planning process was conducted in April through December
2013. It was led by our board of directors, with input from the board’s strategic planning sub-committee
and staff, and facilitated by Ed Caron. A staff workgroup compiled a detailed organizational assessment
to ground the original planning. Along the way, we took into consideration feedback from donors,
grantees, and other stakeholders.
The Foundation is in a position of tremendous strength. At the same time, it is very clear that we must
continue to evolve to meet the needs of Rhode Island. This feels like a momentous time, as this is the
strategy that will bring the Rhode Island Foundation through its 100th year. The centennial is an
opportunity to reflect on our past and position ourselves for higher community impact in the future. It is
also vital, as we are reminded each and every day that our mission to serve Rhode Island requires us to
do good work well.

Our strategy
During this strategic planning process, the board drilled down to one primary question: What does the
Rhode Island Foundation hope to accomplish? We will never be able to meet every need in this
community, and attempting to do so would only water down our impact across the board. Our
challenge, therefore, is to choose objectives, strategies, and tactics that offer the greatest points of
leverage, to execute them with excellence and enthusiasm, and to stay committed for the long-term.
During the planning process, the board articulated several key aspirations for our next strategic plan:
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1.

Overarching Strategy: Develop a road map that connects the vision with clear objectives,
supporting strategies, and integration of the two core enterprises (traditional
grantmaking/fundraising and community leadership).

2.

Strategic Alignment: Ensure appropriate alignment of strategic priorities, supporting
initiatives, impact projections, and required resource allocations.

3.

Interrelationships: Examine key linkages
 Between the two core enterprises
 Among individual project initiatives
 Between the Foundation and external stakeholders
 Between the Foundation and present/future grantee collaborators
 Between present/future grantee-to-grantee collaborators

4.

Decision-making: Recognizing the ongoing need for flexibility, formalize a framework to
guide the Foundation’s decision-making process in the future.

5.

Assessment: Develop a continuous assessment system that allows the Foundation to
understand and evaluate impact before, during, and at the conclusion of initiatives and to
adjust accordingly. Ensure that resources for this system are aligned with organizational
strategies.

6.

Capacity: Examine all aspects of Foundation capacity to execute identified strategic
priorities.
 Assess current capacity (skill sets, productivity, collaborative opportunities, etc.)
 Identify missing areas of expertise
 Embed elasticity/flexibility to address unforeseen but emerging potentially
transformative opportunities
 Explore the necessary governance structure and systems the strategy requires
 Examine physical space

7.

What we didn’t hear: Notably, the board focused on existing strategic priorities (and
initiatives that were added since the last strategic plan was developed) and did not suggest
major new opportunities for exploration. Clearly, we are seeking a plan that builds on the
successes of our current strategy with greater consideration to clarity of purpose,
evaluation, alignment, and capacity.

With those aspirations in mind, this document presents a strategy for the next five years, 2014-2018. It
builds on our 2010 plan but does so through the lens of the organization we are today. If we have been
successful in strategy development, we have provided a framework that will allow for both discipline
and flexibility in what we do and how we do it.
Our strategy:
RIF will lead…by fully leveraging our unique role in the community through the integration of
our core enterprises (support for a strong nonprofit sector, proactive philanthropy, and thoughtand-action leadership).
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RIF will transform…key elements of Rhode Island’s quality of life by seeking short-term progress
and long-term impact within, between, and across four strategic initiatives that leverage the full
resources of the Foundation, grants in eight targeted sectors, and select special projects.
RIF will inspire…by cultivating philanthropic partners who share the Foundation’s vision for
Rhode Island and help us achieve sustainable growth in discretionary, donor directed, and
deferred funding.

This document details that strategy in three parts:
 A strategic framework that defines our mission, principles, and strategy and sets objectives for
four strategic initiatives.
 A tactical framework that outlines at a high-level the approach we bring to our core functions of
fundraising and stewardship, grants, capacity building and technical assistance, community
leadership, public affairs, and evaluation.
 A decision-making framework that provides guidance and parameters for future opportunities.
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Comparing the 2010 Strategy to the 2014 Strategy
Attributes
Aspiration
Goals

2009 Strategic Construct
Transition from a reactive to a proactive
community leadership model
1.
2.

Strategy

Performance
Metrics
Themes

Support traditional grantmaking and
fundraising
Accelerate community advocacy

Leverage RIF’s newly-developed public
advocacy role to support two signature
initiatives (education and health) and six
independent economic sectors. Engage in
proactive fundraising

Long-term outcomes
Proactive
Community leadership
Signature initiatives
Focus

2013 Strategic Construct
Build on 2009 strategy by becoming a multidimensional, fully aligned leader. Allocate
resources accordingly.
Build on 2009 strategy:
1. Continuing to support a strong
nonprofit sector and serve
philanthropists.
2. Fully assume role as Rhode Island’s
“thought and action” leader
3. Serve as community activist to promote
philanthropy broadly
Build on 2009 strategy by leveraging and
fully integrating RIF’s core enterprises
(grantmaking, fundraising, leadership) to
positively impact quality of life issues,
within, between and across four strategic
priorities (education, economic
development, health, philanthropy) and five
other interconnected grant sectors.
Short-term milestones
Long-term outcomes
2009 strategic themes, plus:
Alignment
Evaluation/learning
Resource allocation
Strategic initiatives
Innovation

The plan we are proposing reflects our legacy, our strengths, successes and challenges experienced
during the current plan, and our unique opportunity for the future. We believe that the Rhode Island
Foundation should be bold over the long-term, to strive for scale of impact while facilitating incremental
change along the way. The serious long term challenges we seek to address and the role we play in
Rhode Island will require agility, persistence, patience, and a sustained sense of urgency.
Finally, the Rhode Island Foundation undertakes this strategy with the greatest sense of humility,
knowing that we play an important but limited role in a broad, complex ecosystem. The real work of
community change is done by community organizations across the state and individuals who are
committed to Rhode Island. Philanthropy is made possible by generous Rhode Islanders who entrust
their charitable legacies with us. We are grateful to work with many partners in the nonprofit, private,
and public sectors.
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MISSION
The Rhode Island Foundation is a proactive community and philanthropic leader dedicated to meeting
the needs of the people of Rhode Island.

VISION




A trusted leader: We have earned the trust of donors, community leaders, and Rhode Islanders
through nearly a century of effective investments, strategic grants, and responsible decisions.
Transforming Rhode Island: We align our fundraising, grantmaking, and leadership to inspire and
engage Rhode Islanders to address today’s challenges and create lasting improvements in our
community.
Inspiring the community: We challenge and encourage Rhode Islanders to become active and
involved in our communities, to form meaningful partnerships, and to work together for the good of
Rhode Island.

PRINCIPLES
1. Rhode Island focused. We are of, by, and for Rhode Island. We believe in building on our strengths
and making statewide, regional, national, and global connections for Rhode Island. We are a positive
voice for Rhode Island.
2. Stewardship. We are committed to building permanent philanthropic capital for our state. We are
excellent stewards of the financial resources and charitable legacies entrusted to us.
3. Solutions-oriented. We focus on finding long-term solutions over treating immediate symptoms.
4. Innovation. We play an important role in seeking and testing new ideas. We seek new partners and
new ways of solving problems.
5. Equity. We serve a wonderfully diverse community, and it is our privilege and duty to create
equitable opportunities for all. This means eliminating disparities that exist for people of different
races, ethnicities, and incomes.
6. Networks. We are more effective by building networks and partnerships, leveraging resources, and
working with other sectors. We believe that the community is stronger when everyone participates,
and the Foundation can play a role by elevating the conversation and ensuring access.
7. Balance. We know that Rhode Island needs us to maintain a balance between competing tensions:
 Assuming a leadership role and inspiring others to take action
 Being a transformational innovator and an organization responsible for long-term sustainability
 Keeping with an intentional, disciplined plan and inclination to be opportunistic to address
emerging needs
 Assessing short-term momentum-building value and systemic longer-term impact
8. Quality. We hold ourselves to the highest standards of performance, value initiative, and reward
results.
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STRATEGY
RIF will lead…by fully leveraging our unique role in the community through the integration of our core
enterprises (support for a strong nonprofit sector, proactive philanthropy, and thought-and-action
leadership).
RIF will transform…key elements of Rhode Island’s quality of life by seeking short-term progress and
long-term impact within, between, and across four strategic initiatives that leverage the full resources of
the Foundation, grants in eight targeted sectors, and select special projects.
RIF will inspire…by cultivating philanthropic partners who share the Foundation’s vision for Rhode Island
and help us achieve sustainable growth in discretionary, donor directed, and deferred funding.

STRATEGIC DRIVERS














Brand
Permanence and stability
Donor relationships
Relationships with key influencers
Dollars raised
Grant dollars
Operational dollars
Experience and learnings
Voice
Sustainability of influence
Staff expertise and capacity
Organizational structure
Physical space

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
Rationale
As a community foundation, the Rhode Island Foundation has a responsibility to represent a broad
cross-section of interests within the state of Rhode Island. However, it is also our charge to “be for the
greatest good of the community notwithstanding the constantly changing conditions of human life,” as
stated by the Foundation’s founders in 1916. Making a deep, significant impact requires focused
attention and resources. The Foundation has selected four priorities upon which to bring the full
breadth of our organizational resources to bear over the next five years. We plan to focus strategically
on:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Education Success
Economic Security
Healthy Lives
Inspiring Philanthropy
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These issues are intertwined and interrelated; progress on one will enable the other. This section
identifies the strategies the Foundation will use to attack each priority, short-term benchmarks that will
be used to evaluate progress, and long-term indicators of success.
But first, why these four objectives? They reflect particularly relevant, timely, and pressing priorities for
the community as a whole and important points of leverage related to the state’s overall well-being. We
believe that the Foundation is uniquely suited to moving them forward. In the areas of education, the
economy, and health, there has been important progress in Rhode Island – due in part to the
Foundation’s leadership and community investments over the past three years. We embark upon this
new strategic plan with a real sense of momentum on these issues.
EDUCATION
Challenge
Education is arguably the single most important factor in the state’s economic recovery. Jobs of the
future will require critical thinking skills, analytical minds, and the ability to be forward thinkers. Rhode
Island currently has one of the highest per pupil spending rates in the country but ranks 30th in high
school graduation. In 2013, 28 schools in five districts received the lowest classification from the Rhode
Island Department of Education, meaning that they are designated for state intervention. The disparity
among student subgroups is wide. For example, 67.2% of Hispanic students and 66.1.1% of Black
students graduated in 2010, compared to 81.9% of White students.
Progress/Opportunity
Key pillars of change to the education system are being pursued. Rhode Island was one of six states to
secure two federal Race to the Top grants. The state passed a new education funding formula that
allows for more equitable distribution of resources across districts. There is a robust statewide debate
around performance assessment, historic collaborations are developing, and technology is being
integrated into classrooms like never before. Several charter schools have established themselves as
real laboratories for areas like literacy, blended learning, and language development. National funders
are paying attention to Rhode Island.
ECONOMY
Challenge
Rhode Island’s economy continues to lag the nation, and the effects of this are widespread. Our
unemployment rate ranks among the highest in the country. There are signals of discouraging trends
within our labor market; our employment-population ratio dropped to record lows in the past several
years and is rising very slowly. Communities of color, in particular, face significant barriers to
employment. Yet companies complain of major skills gaps in hiring workers. Rhode Island continues to
receive poor rankings for our business environment. The economy touches every Rhode Islander and
has a tremendous impact on the nonprofit sector, as unemployment and inequality increase demand on
critical services.
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Progress/Opportunity
The economy has received tremendous attention over the past twelve months. Leaders from the private
sector are emerging to lead associations in multiple sectors, and they are collaborating. Innovators
within government are spurring momentum on regulatory reform, improved customer service, and
electronic permitting. The General Assembly passed a package of economic development legislation in
2013. This fall, we are partnering with new leadership at the Rhode Island Economic Development
Corporation to bring together private sector representatives to focus on market opportunities at crosssections of industries.
HEALTH
Challenge
Health – including physical and mental well-being – is an important determinant of overall quality of life.
Many Rhode Islanders currently face barriers to quality healthcare; 14.6% of adults did not have health
insurance in 2010 (lower than the national average but the highest rate in New England). The healthcare
system is costly and inefficient. Rhode Islanders spent a total of $8.8 billion on health care services and
products in 2009 from both public and private sources. People without primary care or health insurance
defer care or use hospital emergency rooms in times of crisis, driving up the costs of healthcare for
everyone. Rhode Island has tremendous responsibilities and opportunities in implementing new federal
reforms.
Progress/Opportunity
Rhode Island has taken many steps in a short period of time to develop a more complete system of
primary care. Efforts are underway on several issues central to improving the efficiency of our state’s
health care system, including building primary care capacity, broadening health insurance coverage, and
containing costs. We are addressing the shortage of practitioners, availability of services, and
reimbursement systems. We have seen dramatic increases in availability of the patient centered medical
home model, and Rhode Island is considered a national leader in healthcare reform. We have
experienced a leadership change in the Office of Health Insurance Commissioner and are anticipating
significant leadership changes in the Lieutenant Governor’s office, Department of Health, and local
health systems.
PHILANTHROPY
Challenge
Rhode Island ranks poorly for charitable giving. Looking back, we have lagged the national average of
household giving for decades; since 2001, Rhode Island has ranked 45th or lower. Several factors –
including income, tax burden, and cost of living – are related to the aggregate level of giving, but they
are insufficient by themselves to fully account for Rhode Island’s ranking. In fact, our poor ranking is the
result of the aggregate of several factors, including religious affiliation, the recession and job losses,
higher education degree attainment, home ownership, professional occupation attainment, and levels
of health. On all of these factors, Rhode Island lags the New England averages; together, they account
for potentially $60 million in lost charitable giving.
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Progress/Opportunity
Research conducted by the Center for Wealth and Philanthropy at Boston College suggests that between
$16-25 billion will be donated or transferred to charitable causes by Rhode Island households in the next
20 years. Giving is mostly done by affluent donors through charitable and non-charitable trusts and
family foundations in conjunction with estate plans. Households with net worth over $1 million suffered
a lower decline in value during the recession, and there has been an increase in recent years of transfers
of assets during lifetime to heirs and other entities. In Rhode Island, the lifetime transfer of estates
accounts for 22-28% of the wealth transfer, and final estates account for 72-78%. (These figures are
subject to asset growth rates and future estate tax rates but are considered to be conservative
assumptions for this discussion.) Therefore, the Foundation has a significant opportunity to improve its
relationships with wealthy philanthropic partners.
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Objectives and Strategies
EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS
Objective: Improve educational outcomes for all public school students.
STRATEGY
1. Identify, test, and spread best
practices of proven early childhood
through grade 12 programs.

TACTICS
 Grants
 Research
 Capacity-building
 Community
leadership
(network building,
civic engagement)

SHORT-TERM BENCHMARKS
 # districts, schools reached
through grant-funded programs
 Outcomes of grant-funded
programs

a. Establish a strong, early base
for learning through early
childhood education.







3rd grade reading level*
Chronic absenteeism in
kindergarten ()

b. Encourage retention of
students throughout
education career.







Attendance ()
Absenteeism ()



Teacher/educator evaluation*



Specific reforms achieved

2. Promote leadership development,
professional development, and
preparation of education
professionals.





3. Pursue strategic reforms to state
and local public education systems.



Grants
Community
leadership
(network building)
Grants
Community
leadership
(network building)
Grants
Capacity-building
Community
leadership
(network building,
civic engagement)
Community
leadership (public
policy, civic
engagement)
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LONG-TERM IMPACT INDICATORS
 Drop-out rates ()
 Level of high school attainment
()
 Level of post-secondary
attainment ()
 Reading and math assessments
(standardized tests and
research proven performance
assessments) ()
 Racial/ethnic/income disparities
in above indicators ()

ECONOMIC SECURITY
Objective: Improve Rhode Island’s environment for economic growth so all Rhode Islanders can prosper.
STRATEGY

TACTICS

SHORT-TERM BENCHMARKS

LONG-TERM IMPACT INDICATORS

1. Grow jobs by strengthening
opportunities within and across local
industries and the local economy.





Grants
Capacity-building
Community
leadership (public
policy, network
building, civic
engagement)










Grants
Capacity-building
Community
leadership (public
policy, network
building, research)





Community
leadership
(network building,
civic engagement)



Grants
Community
leadership (public
policy, network
building, research,
civic engagement)




2. Close the skills gaps that exist
between all Rhode Island workers
and current/future jobs.

3. Promote Rhode Island’s strengths
and assets.

4. Pursue strategic reforms to state
economic development systems.
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activities











Placement and retention
outcomes of grant-funded
programs
Outreach and coordination
efforts

Reach of Backyard campaign
message (enews, social media,
website, earned media)
Rhode Islanders’ pride in state*
$ government investment
Specific efforts to reduce/
eliminate barriers to private
sector investment.
Specific improvements to
government services.
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Unemployment rate ()
Employment-population ratio
()
# jobs based in RI ()
Median household income ()
Racial/ethnic/income disparities
in above indicators ()

HEALTHY LIVES
Objective: Improve access to and quality of primary care for all Rhode Islanders.
STRATEGY

TACTICS

SHORT-TERM BENCHMARKS

LONG-TERM IMPACT
INDICATORS

1. Increase the number of
primary care professionals
practicing in Rhode Island




Grants
Community leadership
(network building)
Public affairs






Grants
Community leadership (civic
engagement)
Public affairs




2. Promote consumer use of
primary care medical homes.












# primary care professionals
()
# LFP participants who stay
past 4 years ()
# CSI primary care medical
home practices ()
# people with primary care
medical homes ()
Health insurance coverage
Other models created
Replication of successful
models

3. Identify, test, and spread
integrated, “full body”
approaches to health care
(i.e. behavioral, dental,
primary).




Grants
Community leadership
(network building)




Models created
Replication of successful
models

4. Identify, test, and spread
innovative new approaches
to health care.




Grants
Community leadership
(network building)




Models created
Replication of successful
models

5. Educate consumers and
community leaders about the
importance of primary care.



Community leadership
(network building)
Public affairs
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ER visits ()
Chronic diseases
o Adults and children with
asthma ()
o Diabetes ()Heart
disease death rate ()
Healthy weight*
Health care expenditures by
capita ()
Racial/ethnic/income
disparities in above indicators
()

INSPIRING PHILANTHROPY
Objective: Increase philanthropy in Rhode Island.
STRATEGY

TACTICS

SHORT-TERM BENCHMARKS

LONG-TERM IMPACT
INDICATORS

1. Increase giving to the
Foundation.



Fundraising and stewardship







2. Inspire a broader audience
about what philanthropy is
and why it matters.



Community leadership
(network building, research,
civic engagement)
PR



Community leadership
(network building, research,
public policy)
Capacity-building




3. Promote opportunities for
philanthropy and eliminate
barriers.




$ giving to RIF ()
$ raised for specific RIF
initiatives ()
Reach of message





Specific community
opportunities presented and
$ raised
Specific interventions

*Placeholder, as we have not yet identified an indicator source.
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$ giving to RIF ()
$ total charitable giving in RI
()
$ median charitable
contribution per household
()
State ranking ()

The Foundation will deploy several tactics to undertake the strategic initiatives in this plan and to
execute our core business. We will raise funds, steward donor relationships, make grants, build the
capacity of organizations, engage the community, convene and activate networks, participate in public
policy, conduct research, and communicate strategically. We will also develop a rigorous assessment
system that allows the board, staff, and public to understand and evaluate our impact. Underneath
these tactics are strong financial and data management.
This section describes, at a high level, the tools we bring to our mission and strategy. Separately, we will
address the financial and human resources needed to carry out the plan.

FUNDRAISING AND STEWARDSHIP
The need to meet expanding community needs compels us to continually enhance our fundraising
efforts. Our opportunity and obligation is to build philanthropic capital in Rhode Island by educating and
inspiring individuals, families, companies, and organizations. We will balance donor intent and
objectives with the needs of the community. We prioritize the needs and focus our giving in Rhode
Island.
We will respect and build on our traditional community foundation model. Our “premium products”
include:
 Establishment of a fund – fund types include unrestricted, field-of-interest, donor-advised,
designated, or agency endowments; created by individuals, families, companies, and
organizations.
 Planned gifts – bequests and other planned gifts offer the opportunity to make a charitable
legacy that will exist after one’s passing
 Civic Leadership Fund – the Foundation’s current use fund for beyond grantmaking activities
 Fund for Rhode Island – Rhode Island’s permanent discretionary endowment, which allows
the Foundation to respond to the issues of the day
In addition, the Foundation may raise funds for specific Foundation initiatives. And we offer
philanthropists the opportunity to contribute to any of more than 1,300 existing funds. We seek to align
our limited resources with giving potential, while providing prospects and donors customized, high-level
service and the expertise to structure complex or unusual gifts.
We serve a full range of donors and will expand our base by targeting donors who begin by giving in
different ways. Expanding the base means engaging new types of donors by experimenting with new
types of giving options, services, and stewardship.
Through WOW! stewardship, we seek to maximize donors’ philanthropy by making them feel
acknowledged and appreciated, connected to Foundation and community efforts, and knowledgeable
and impactful.
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GRANTS
The majority of Foundation grants are directed by donors. For our valuable discretionary funds, we
invest in proven programs, critical organizational capacity, advocacy and systems reform, and potentially
transformational innovation in several areas:
1. Aligned with strategic initiatives of educational success, economic security, and healthy lives.
2. In support of a strong nonprofit sector that provides important and valuable services in the
areas of arts and culture, the environment, children and families, housing, and basic human
needs. Within these areas:


We maintain a level of focus – i.e. a portfolio model where grant officers are seen as
making investments towards a focused outcome:
Arts and culture

Diverse participation in the arts, arts education, and a vital arts
sector

Environment

Environmental resilience through strong food, energy,
transportation, and natural resource systems

Children and families

A strong continuum of care for children and families through
evidence-based practices and systems reform

Housing

Increased affordable housing options in the state

Basic human needs

Small grants to support community agencies that provide food,
clothing, housing, and prescription assistance



We make grants that support the institutional objectives of educational success,
economic security, and healthy lives.



There is less emphasis on evaluation than in the strategic objectives.

3. Investments in key organizations that provide important infrastructure for the nonprofit
sector and the Foundation’s mission.
4. Collaborations and linkages between the funding areas.
5. Emerging strategic issues and innovative ideas. While we can’t fund every good idea, the
Foundation needs to be accessible and open to the community. Occasionally, we provide
funds for a program outside our strategy.
We are sensitive to the fact that more focused grantmaking means that some nonprofits will not receive
funding from the Rhode Island Foundation.
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We strive to make grant processes as streamlined and efficient as possible, for the grant seeker and the
Foundation. We want to make multi-year and operating grants when it makes sense.
We want to leverage funds from other foundations and donor advised funds whenever possible.
We see grantees as essential partners working to together to transform our communities and recognize
that developing strong ongoing relationships with our grantees before, during and after the grant review
process is critical to maximizing learning and impact.

TARGETED CAPACITY-BUILDING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
The Initiative for Nonprofit Excellence was launched in 2008 to build the capacity of nonprofit
organizations so they can better achieve their missions.
The Initiative will offer medium and high intensity programs that are aligned with the Foundation’s
strategic priorities and select organizations that meet our areas of interest. This may include customized
programming to address the specific needs of a particular cluster of organizations, one-on-one
consulting, structured peer learning opportunities, or research and communications around best
practices.
The Initiative will also continue to offer low intensity/low resource programs that serve the nonprofit
sector broadly. This may include online resources and educational workshops related to board,
organizational, and leadership development.

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
In certain circumstances, our “beyond grantmaking” efforts can be as impactful as actual grant dollars.
The Foundation plays an important role in raising the level of the public dialogue and promoting and
expanding civic engagement. We often achieve greater impact by convening and building networks
across sectors and leveraging resources from partners. On select issues, we engage in efforts to reform
public policy and systems. We can sometimes catalyze important research and analysis that provides the
context necessary to move an issue forward.
In addition, the Foundation will consider an impact investing strategy that leverages the power of our
endowment for community investments beyond grants.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
It is vital that we preserve the reputation of the Foundation and raise visibility of our brand.
Communication is an important fundraising tool and a way to steward relationships with key
stakeholders. We seek to communicate our impact and urgency, express our gratitude and appreciation
to our donors and partners, and inspire philanthropy.
Our primary audiences are donors, prospects, community influencers (including elected officials and
community and business leaders), nonprofit organizations, professional advisors, and the general public.
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Reaching these audiences requires timely and responsive communications and a mix of stories and data
across various communications vehicles. Because we are competing with many other messages, our
messages should be aligned with our organizational strategy.
We recognize that the majority of our communications are highly personal and delivered one-on-one.

EVALUATION AND LEARNING
Our evaluation efforts are guided by the following assumptions:


Examining our work is important.



Understanding the real impact of our work is difficult, as we are dealing with complex systems
and an ever-changing environment.



Our grants and beyond grantmaking efforts are just one influence on any given issue or project;
therefore, when assessing impact, we lean more towards contribution than attribution.



Evaluation is still very new to the Foundation. We will not let perfection get in the way of
progress.



Evaluation requires resources. Evaluation resources will be allocated according to institutional
priority.

The Foundation intends to develop and use a systematic approach to data analysis and learning.
Discretionary grant recipients are generally required to submit outcome reports. The larger the grant,
the more evaluation information will be required.
When possible, larger evaluation efforts will focus on clusters of investments and portfolio outcomes,
rather than individual grants.
For our strategic initiatives, we will compile a series of simple organizational dashboards with short- and
long-term indicators that will be tracked annually. We recognize that not every data point will be a
perfect measure of success, but that overall they can indicate a path to impact over the long-term.
When possible, we rely on data that is available in the public realm or through valid third party sources.
For the other discretionary funding areas of arts and culture, the environment, housing, children and
families, and basic human needs, we will create logic chains that articulate the intent behind our
grantmaking decisions and track indicators of the “health” of that area in the community.
We undertake evaluation through the lens of looking forward. Formative evaluation provides valuable
data and information that allows us to be better at what we do and maximize the impact of every
resource. We will promote a shared, iterative learning process between grantees and funders. We will
use evaluation as a means to support ongoing learning, inform decision making, and enhance potential
for efficacy. This requires a culture and capacity change within the Foundation and nonprofit sector.
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Other indicators of impact include anecdotal evidence, feedback from partners, and leverage of other
funding sources.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
The Foundation takes utmost care with the financial resources entrusted to us. Board and staff work
together with outside consultants to ensure the stewardship of charitable funds given to the Foundation
through prudent investments, internal policies, and controls.
The endowment model provides a valuable level of stability for the Foundation that allows us to direct
our staff resources toward building philanthropic capital for Rhode Island, making smart community
investments, and leading important initiatives. Careful investment management is necessary to preserve
and grow the funds’ principal, while providing a dependable source of spending for the Foundation’s
current operations and programs. The Foundation is committed to a “total return” philosophy that
involves broad diversification and sets high performance standards for investment managers. The
responsibility for investment management falls to the investment committee and CFO, working with
Prime Buchholz & Associates, an independent, nationally recognized investment consultant.
Our spending policy, which defines the percentage of the endowment that may be spent annually, has
two key goals: to maintain at least the real value of the endowment (i.e. original gift value plus inflation)
and to help smooth out any fluctuation in annual payouts that result from the securities markets’ ups
and downs.

DATA MANAGEMENT
The Foundation increasingly relies on good technology systems and strong data management in our
relationships with donors, grantees, and other stakeholders. We rely on several systems to carry out our
work. Attention is paid to the quality and accuracy of data as well as the security of information
entrusted to our care. We work continually to safeguard and monitor our data systems. Data
management at the Foundation includes externally facing websites and portals, and internal tools for
data collection and analysis. We look to our Technology Advisory group to evaluate and recommend
upgrades to our hardware and software systems. We strive to create an environment that utilizes tested
technology tools. This reliable network experience helps us to streamline our work and allows us to
create an important connection to our donors and stakeholders.

PHYSICAL SPACE
The Foundation is lucky to have an excellent facility at One Union Station that provides an important
presence in downcity Providence, reasonable occupancy costs due to several tenants, and a
comfortable, professional working environment for our employees. We were pleased to open the
building to the public when we purchased it in 1999, and we continue to make meeting and event space
available to nonprofit organizations whenever possible.
As we grow and expand our reach into the community, the demands on our space have grown. Staff
resources have been strained, and we have bumped up against constraints of our current configuration.
Over the next year, the Foundation will identify our current and future physical needs and explore
potential opportunities for renovation or reconfiguration.
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We know that new opportunities will continue to arise over the course of this strategic plan, and the
Foundation must be able to respond to the needs of the community. This decision-making framework is
intended to guide our decisions regarding the investment of resources (financial, human, and
otherwise).
No two initiatives are the same. Potential roles for the Foundation to play include:
 Observer: Foundation is a neutral observer, with no resources invested.
 Supporter: Foundation encourages and supports the initiative/effort, but has not invested
financial or human resources.
 Funder: Foundation provides financial support for an effort led and managed by another entity.
We might provide private input and feedback.
 Advocate: Foundation takes a public stand in support of an effort or on an issue. We may
provide financial or staffing support.
 Partner: Foundation provides financial support and significant staffing resources and is seen as a
stakeholder in the effort.
 Leader: Foundation oversees and manages the initiative.
We will consider potential major undertakings in light of:
1. Community need: What does this initiative address?
2. Potential impact: What would success look like, and how will we know if we’ve achieved it?
 External (for the community)
 Internal (for the Foundation)
3. Strategic fit: How does it fit with our mission, principles, and strategy?
4. Risk: What are the potential risks?
 Financial
 Strategic/execution
 Relational (donors, grantees, other stakeholders)
 Political
 Reputational/PR
5. Resources: What resources are required to get this accomplished? Are they readily available? If
not, what are potential sources?
 Financial (internal and external)
 Human (level and skill, internal and external)
 Other
6. Time horizon: What are the anticipated timeframes and commitments required?
 Short term requirements
 Long term requirements
 Is it a finite time period?
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Will it require follow-up?

7. Landscape: What is the context for this initiative?
 Who are the external stakeholders?
 Do we need buy-in and/or approval?
 What level of board engagement is required (approval, notification, support)?
 Is there someone else who can take the lead?
 What will happen if we don’t do this?
Several factors could trigger Foundation staff to consult the board before investing resources or inform
the board after a decision, including:
 An initiative with extraordinary Foundation-wide resource implications
 A large investment
 An effort with a significant public profile
 Something that could potentially impact our brand in a significant way
 A large undertaking that is largely outside our strategic plan
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